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STATEMENT OF IDENTIFICATION

Amicus Vote.org (“Amicus”) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation that uses
technology to simplify political engagement, increase voter turnout, and strengthen
American democracy. As stated on its website:
We proactively reach out to low-propensity voters and
encourage them to vote. We use a variety of tactics,
including peer-to-peer SMS outreach, online advertising,
digital radio (Pandora and Spotify), billboards and other
outdoor media, direct mail, and on-campus advertising
(think full page ads on the back of every college
newspaper in America). We reach out to low-propensity
voters for a simple reason: if you want to increase voter
turnout, you need to start with voters who are unlikely to
vote without additional encouragement.
See https://www.vote.org/about/.
When Amicus advertises on billboards and outdoor media, including transit
ads, its non-partisan message is very short and simple: “VOTE” and the date of the
election. Amicus does not promote any political candidates, parties, or positions. It
merely encourages all citizens to register and vote.
With the consent of the parties, Amicus submits this brief to make a single
point that the Court should consider in deciding this case: transit advertisement like
those at issue are an important means for Amicus and others to communicate to
citizens for the purpose of increasing voter registration and turnout. It is unclear
whether Amicus’s non-partisan ads would be permitted under SEPTA’s advertising
restrictions, either as drafted by SEPTA or as revised by the district court in this
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case. At a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition, SEPTA was asked whether advertisements that
said simply “Vote on Election Day” or “You Have a Right to Vote” would be
barred by SEPTA’s restrictions on “political” ads and “matters of public debate”
and SEPTA’s designee could not say whether such ads would be permissible.
A1111. At trial, the district judge asked SEPTA whether a nonpartisan ad
encouraging people to register to vote would be acceptable, and SEPTA responded
that SEPTA would “think about it,” but that it was hard to “answer those questions
in a vacuum,” and noted that SEPTA was in fact considering a nonpartisan ad from
Vote.org. A370.
II.

ARGUMENT

Transit ads are like billboards in that they are relatively low cost and yet
they are seen by many people, including a large number of low propensity voters.
Low propensity voters are citizens who are eligible to vote but are considered less
likely to vote than high and medium propensity voters. Political campaigns track
voters by their propensity to vote and are much less likely to spend resources
attempting to contact low propensity voters, who also tend to be young, low
income, and from historically marginalized groups (all demographic groups that
are already underrepresented in the electorate).
Amicus agrees with these statements published by the unrelated nonprofit
organization known as Nonprofit Vote:
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Catalist, a major vendor of voting data, uses a proprietary
model to assign every registered voter in the country a
“propensity score” between 0 and 100, with higher scores
indicating greater propensity to vote in a given election.
Scores are calculated based on individual voting history
and demographics, using information from state voter
files, the U.S. Census and commercial sources. Political
campaigns use propensity scores to target their get-outthe-vote efforts, avoiding a wide range of lowerpropensity voters on the assumption that their limited
resources would be better spent on voters with higher (but
not too high) scores.
....
At the same time, we know that campaigns have limited
resources and, therefore, tend not to target many of these
[people less likely to register and vote], especially younger
and lower-income people or newer citizens. In over 50
years of survey research, the American National Elections
Study has found that the younger and lower-income
people served by [nonprofit human service providers and
community-based organizations] are the least likely to be
personally contacted about registering to vote by a
political party or campaign. In a poll conducted after the
2014 midterm, Pew Research Center reported just one in
four voters under 30 were contacted by a political party,
almost half the rate of those over 65.10 Newer citizens are
also contacted at much lower rates. Election eve polls by
Latino Decisions in 2014 showed only 41% of eligible
Latino voters and 42% of AAPI voters received personal
contact from any type of campaign or organization about
registering or voting. Even if traditional campaigns were
to make a greater effort, these populations are harder to
contact, because they are less likely to have landlines or
residences that are easy to door knock, a challenge largely
avoided by the “reverse door-knocking” approach of
service provider voter engagement efforts.
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Engaging New Voters: The Impact of Nonprofit Voter Outreach on Client and
Community Turnout, at 10, 13,
https://www.nonprofitvote.org/documents/2015/12/engaging-new-voters.pdf/.
The cited study, which was conducted in the lead up to the 2014 general
election, addressed the effects of voter outreach carried out by nonprofit service
providers and community-based organizations on their clients’ and constituents’
likelihood to vote. It found “that those who, with the assistance of nonprofit staff
or volunteers, either registered to vote or signed a pledge to vote in the 2014
general election turned out to vote at higher rates than other registered voters in the
states and counties where the study was conducted, across all demographic
groupings.” See Engaging New Voters: The Impact of Nonprofit Voter Outreach
on Client and Community Turnout, Executive Summary,
https://www.nonprofitvote.org/documents/2015/12/engaging-new-votersexecutive-summary.pdf/.
Like the nonprofit human service providers and community-based
organizations that were the subject of the study, Amicus attempts to reach low
propensity voters often overlooked by candidates’ and partisans’ campaigns. For
example, as explained on the website, in November 2017, Amicus got:
heavily involved in the Alabama Special Election, with the
goal of making the electorate as diverse as the Alabama
population. This was our first attempt at marketing voting
as a product. We recognized that partisan groups were
4
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going to spends tens of millions marketing candidates to
high propensity white voters, so we decided to market
voting to low propensity black voters. We purchased
hundreds of billboards in Alabama that simply said VOTE,
TUESDAY DECEMBER 7th; we ran hundreds of radio
ads on Pandora and Spotify; we worked with Voter
Participation Center to send direct mail; and we used peerto-peer SMS to proactively provide polling place
information to low propensity voters. The results were a
resounding success: turnout among black voters in the
2017 special election was on par with turnout in the 2016
general election, and the electorate accurately reflected the
racial diversity of the population at large.
Id.
Amicus believes that, like the voter outreach efforts addressed in the study,
transit and billboard ads encouraging voting have a similar effect on low
propensity voters. In fact, transit and billboard ads work together with other voter
outreach efforts to produce such result, based on the well accepted multi-touch
approach to marketing or promotion of any idea. Simply stated, the effort to
persuade a group of voters is much more likely to be successful if they receive the
same message multiple times in multiple ways. So, to convince citizens to vote, a
successful campaign could include text messages, ads on social media, radio ads,
and billboards/transit ads.
Outdoor advertising media, like transit ads, are particularly effective in
relation to their cost.
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• In 2018, Amicus brought its “Vote November 6th” message to
billboards and transit ads in 10 states and 17 metro areas. These ads
were viewed an estimated 1 billion times by 33 million people.
• Billboard/transit ads are inexpensive. Amicus can blanket entire
congressional districts for $150,000. It can cover the entire State of
Florida for $2.2 million.
• They reach young people: They are particularly more effective than
broadcast television, a medium young people decreasingly watch
year-over-year. See https://adage.com/article/media/half-youngconsumers-watching-content-traditional-tv-study/310564. And young
people pay attention: corporate marketing studies have demonstrated
that consumers notice outdoor advertising and that young people are
especially likely to recall the messages they see on large-format media
channels. Nielsen Poster Advertising Study 2017,
http://oaaa.org/Portals/0/pdf/research/Nielsen%20OAAA%20Poster%
20Study%202017%20-%20FINAL.pdf; The Arbitron National In-Car
Study, 2009 Edition,
http://www.arbitron.com/downloads/InCarStudy2009.pdf.
To the extent that the Court permits regulations banning Amicus or others
from promoting voter registration and voting, it could have a significant effect on
the efforts of Amicus. The negative effect would be greatest in urban areas, where
more people use public transit and are less likely to see billboards, which are
designed to be seen by people driving cars. SEPTA’s own website notes that it
provides “unique marketing opportunities” including “various ways for advertisers
to effectively communicate with the approximately 1 million commuters that ride
SEPTA each day.” A631; see also A56. This is 1 million people each day that are
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far more likely to see an ad on SEPTA than on a billboard, because they are using
public transportation, not private cars, to commute to work.
III.

CONCLUSION

In short, transit ads, like billboards, are an important form of advertising to
reach voters, and in particular, low propensity voters. Limiting or barring the
acceptance of non-partisan political transit ads that promote registering to vote and
voting on SEPTA would significantly limit Amicus’s ability to reach low
propensity voters in southeastern Pennsylvania through SEPTA’s 325,000 annual
riders.
Respectfully submitted,
STEVE HARVEY LAW LLC
By:

/s/ Stephen G. Harvey
Stephen G. Harvey (PA 58233)
1880 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Suite 1715
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 438-6600
steve@steveharveylaw.com

Attorneys for Amicus Vote.org
Dated: May 14, 2019
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